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This house unfolds as a fragmented village of rooms as it climbs the flank of a ridge. Th e
ceremonial approach to the house-circuitous dirt road amidst aromatic pinon and juniper trees;
distant views of the metal roofed bedroom tower rising above huddled pieces of the house (each
piece a different frozen sunset color)-sets the stage for this 'house as theater' for the musician
owners . The processional, sequential places experienced on ascendin g the site throu gh the house
culminate in the living room, a performance space, which breaks like a wave over the ridge , high
above the Tesuque Valley. The simple, archetypal pieces of the house resemble the villages of
Northern New Mexico. Colliding, shifting axes of the six fragments result from relationships to
topography, views, and the preconceived ceremonial path up the hillside.
Imagine an evening gathering: the visitor arrives in a parking placito and climbs a series of steps
on axis with the stair tower, enters into a space with views channeled toward the Jemez Mountains and the lights of Los Alamos, passes along a gallery I greenhouse, ascends through a stagelike proscenium opening, then emerges as an actor on the living room stairs and as a witness to a
musical performance below.
The ceremon ial aspect of the house must, of course, simultaneously address pragmatic issues of
the owners day to day lives. But the romance of the site overlayed by the clients' artistic persua sion produces an experiential sequence both reflecting and transcending the program .
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